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A b s t r a c t

We discuss the statue of operator expansion at short

distances within the framework of ncnperturbati?e QCD. The

question of instanton effects is investigated in various •

aspeots. Consistency between inetanton calculations and the

general operator eipanilon requires a very special relation

between the expansion coefficients 1э оЬвзЗс, by considering

particular exasples, that this relation dees esiafc.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

In the present paper we shall consider various ae-

pects of the operator expansion (OE) at short distances

in nonperturbative quantum chromodynamica. The main empha-

.sis is made on such problems as applicability of operator

expansion, peculiarities of instanton calculations, etc.

We start, however, with a brief discussion of the history

of the question.

The original Wilson formula for the product of two

currents I * * }
 a t saor

'
b
 distances is [ J

i fa /V

where (У/у, are local operators built from field variables,

Сы (Q) are coefficient functions which depend on the

external momentum # . The expansion (1.1) is an operator

equality - it is assumed to be valid for any matrix elements

provided that characteristic momenta of in- and out-states

are small, P«ft •

The physical meaning of the operator expansion is

simplei it says that the contribution of large distances

(of order yp ) can be separated from that of short dis-

tances (of order yQ ). Short distances determine the

coefficient functions C^ (<fy) while large distances

•re aooounttd for in the matrix elements of operators

Whithin a framework of perturbation theory the whole



procedure allows a strict mathematical formalization[
2
J.

Operators Cfc are defined in the so called N -

ordered form, so that

< o | : f t u : | o > -=-0 if 4 ^ 1 ; о-ъ

Here dots ( M ) stand for V -ordering, X is the

unit operator, and the vacuum state of perturbation theo-

ry is denoted by № > . Some other technical details and

difficulties are described exhaustively in papers[ J.

All these complications emerge, however, only if one

goes to prove the validity of ОБ in a "general and ma-

thematically rigorous form". If not, the existence of ОБ

in perturbation theory with renormalizable interaction seems

to be almost trivial* In the modern quark-gluon perturba-

tion theory it is evidently realized in the most simple

formt no power anomalous dimensionsf any coefficient

can be calculated due to the famous asymototio freedom

as a series in a small coupling constant o(j(4) j * naive

dimensional counting is applicable (modulo oontrollable

logarithmic corrections).

At present, however, one can hardly doubt that the

basic feature of quantum chromodynamioe related to oolor

confinement is nonperturbative effects. One of the pheno-

menologioal manifestations, known in fact for a long tier

is the vacuum expectation valueL J»



where \Х1У is the physical vacua» state and tlfo),

d(x) »re the corresponding quark field*. The quark

vaouum condensate (1*3) signals the spontaneous breaking

of the ohiral SU(2) ® SU(2) symmetry» end is well

oonfixMd experimentally. On the other hand, within the

framework of perturbation theory <0| %% \°У is pro-

portional to the bare quark mass and vanishes in the

ohiral limit. Thus, eq. (1.5) is a dear ovidenoe in

favour of nonperturbative vacuum fields.

Theoretioal understanding of nonperturbative va-

ouua fluctuations is very poor. A single example known

in some detail is the oelebrated BPST instanton[J - a

classical eolation with a nontrivisl topology. More

general aultiinatanton oonfigurations were also foundPJ»

but at short distanoes, o(s{f)'+O , the leading non-

perturbative oontribution is that of an isolated pseudo-

partioie*

Being aware of inetantons it is easy to imagine that

operators other then (l.J) develop a nonvanishiog vacuum

expectation value, for exampleL J

(her* £АЧ1 fa) ie the gluon field strength tensor).

Thus, it is clear that the perturbative version (1.2)

mist be completely abandoned and the standard procedure[
2
J

must be modified in this or that way to incorporate) the

effects going beyond the framework of perturbation theory.

It is just the latter problem that we shall address



ourselves in the present paper. Ultraviolet behavior,

quite trivial in quantum chromodynamics, will not bother

us here (hence below we shall omit consistently the

symbol of Л/ -ordering).

One can approach the problem at two distinct levels.

To begin with, one night assume that the short distance

dynamics is exhausted by asymptotic freedom (i.e. by the

ordinary Feynman graphs with quarks and gluons), while all

nonperturbative effects are characterized by a fixed,

large scale R. One calculates then С ((L j

expanding in o^ , and referring all nonperturbative

fluctuations to matrix elements. The modification of the

standard procedure is minimal. It reduces in fact to

occurenoe of some new vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements like

(1«5) or (1.4). As for the naive power counting with res-

peot to the coefficients L.. (yj it, evidently,

etaya valid. Say, averaging eq. (1.1) over the vacuum

state one generates a series in [ у#/у
 х

 (perturbative

logs of q ), where the exponent rv coincides with the

(canonical) dimensionality of the corresponding operator

On, • Dimensional parameters ~ R~ enter through

vacuum matrix elements of various operators * .

H) It is assumed that light quarks are (nearly) maseleae.

!:aavy quarks are not considered at all. So the quark

mass is an irrelevant parameter.



This is the first level of understanding. We shall

call it "naive operator expansion". From the practical

point of view it is more than sufficient since it works

up to a rather high power of i/n , Say, in pure gluo-

Jdynamics the critical dimensionality is <*-c =

and it is still higher in a theory with light quarks. If

one considers only a few first terms in eq. (1.1) it is

completely legitimate to calculate the corresponding co-

efficients by means of conventional Feynman diagrams. Many

interesting questions emerge within a framework of the

naive operator expanson and we shell discuss some of

them in the present paper.

However, it is desirable, naturally, to understand

what happens beyond the critical dimensionality. Investi-

gation of this question leads us to a second level, at

which the coefficients - C^ \Q,) are no more given by

the Feynman graphs. The matter is that even at arbitrary

short distances the perturbative series does not exhaust

the theory - there is an additional contribution from

small-size instantons. (Aoounting for them entangles

previously essentially different statuses of short and

large distances.) To restore a clear distinction bet-

ween short and large distances one needs a new definition.

As it will be explained below, ih QCD there are no

principle difficulties for constructing an operator expan-

sion valid up to any power of ifo . At present, however,

such an expansion would have a limited practical value, if

any at all.

The organization of the paper is ли follows. Btotione



2-5 deal with the naXve operator expansion. < They are inse-

parably linked with eaoh other and constitute the first

part of the work where we check consistency between ins-

tanton oaloulations of various two-point functions and

the general relation (1.1) • Sect* 2 presents femulation

of the problem* A hypothesis aooording to which soae very

specific relations between ooeffioients Сд, (fy) sust

exist is explained here* For gluonio currents these rela-

tions are written out explioitely in sec*. 5. Their

origin is discussed in seot. 4» Seot. 5 is devoted to

the calculation of the ooeffioients in a particular oase

by means of the so called external field expansion* The

second part of the work dealing with somewhat more gene-

ral aspects is represented by a single section (6). It la

intended for those of the readers who are not satisfied

with the naive operator expansion» and would like to have

a formula like (1.1) with a very large (or even infinitely

large) number of terms*

2. A pussle of instanton oaloulations

The simplest objeots relevant to the operator expan-

sion (1.1) are two-point functions of local currents at

large (euolidean) momenta Q ( Q
2
 a - q

2
) . Consider

an example, discussed most frequently in the literature,

(2.D



where t (x,) is the electromagnetic current of a light

quark,

The general representation (1.1) implies that

* c,

+ (2.3)

Here i 0 is a result of a standard perturbation theory

9. —

and the other terms represent long-range nonperturbative

fluctuations. We have written out explioitely a few first ope-

rators, with the notations which seem more or less self-evi

dent (a precise definition of matrices I , symbols j

eto. is inessential for us here), Coefficients Cj f C%

can be calculated per turbati vely, sayj. J



To tho contrary, matrix elements ^.^O^fy*} , ̂ ^ fy«»>fyw) .,,

depend on the vacuum atruoture. If one takes an inetanton

field as a model for the vacuum, then one must substitute

the corresponding expressions for the matrix elements* For

exampleLJ

where the Integration over the inetanton position (but not

its size
1
.) is already performed, and we assumed that m-»0, so

ttiafc only tt»'t Hooft zero model J contribution is to be re- '

tained in <m\^\
naimt

 .

On the other hand, one oan try to calculate 5 (Q ) in

the inetanton field direotly, without making a distinction

between the coefficients and matrix elements» Technically

this is quite possible since the quark propagator in the

inetanton field is known as an expansion in m L. J« Several

works were devoted to instanton calculations of ф (О. ) to

order 0^)|?"
1
11 • И»" P»P

e
r °* Andrei and Gross [

10
J oon-

talns more details than others, and it ie just this paper

that we shall keep in mind in referring to inetanton cal-

culations below.

It was found[
9
"

1
^| that»)

• ) Actually, we quote here the result of ref. []
2
Jeinee the

original computations [ J contain some errors*



о

* (instanton density) (2.6)

where о is the instanton size and K̂ _ is the

Me Donald function, K
2
fe}-» ̂ |Г e.~

a
 if г - » м

The comparison between the two approaches wes performed by

Dubovikov and Srailga (. j . It was shown [ J that terma of

order Q coincide with each other (one can easily check

this fact by substituting eqs. (2.5), (2.4) into (2.3) and

comparing the result with eq. (2.6)). The most striking

feature, however, is not this coincidence, but the absence

of terms «- Q" , Q , ... in the instanton field. Really
f

the instanton result (2.6) contains, evidently, only two

pieces: Q and the exponential one, which can not be

expanded in powers of Q «It turns out that suoh a situ-

ation is quite general, it takes place in any self-dual

(anti-self-dual) field (a very elegant proof is given in

ref. [
1 2
], see also [

13
J ) .

Within the framework of the general expansion (2,3)

the absence of higher order terms seems extremely surpri-

zing. Two alternative explanations are possible. First, there

exist very specific relations among the coefficients in eq.

(2.3) whioh result in a complete oanoellation of terms

ft fl

Q , Q , ... in a field with definite duality. Such a hy-

pothesis was formulated explicitely, in particular, in ref.

[12]. Logically, one cannot rule out - and thia ia another

possibility - that the operator expansion doea not work

for instantons, even in the first terms. Such a viewpoint

was advocated, in particular, by D.Gross (private communi-



cation to Y.Zakharov).

We see no reasons for breaking of the naive operator

expansion in a few firet terms, and hence we strongly favor

the existence of special relations among the expaneion coef-

ficients. If we oould show directly, that, ear, the coeffi-

cient C$ (see eq* (2.3)) vanishes to the leading order,

this to our mind would exhaust the problem. Unfortunately,

direct calculations of the terms Q" ,Q~ , ... for the

quark current (2.2) are very cumbersome. We would like to

find other examples, simpler from the computational point

of view but pertinent to the same problem. Such examples

do exist. It will be shown that for certain gluonio current*

there are no power terms in any self-dual (anti-aelf-dual)

field (the reaeon is somewhat different though). The expan-

sion coefficients will be found by a direct computation up
a

to order Q . They do satisfy the required relations!

3* Two-point functions of gluonio ourrents

In this section we start investigating tao-puint func

tions induced uy the gluonic currents. Consider first the

tensor ourrent,

and assume that there are no quai'kH (they ore irrelevant

for the present consideration). Then 0*-» f*) coincides

with the total energy-momentum tensor and is conserved.

10



The corresponding correlator is £s.fAj.ed xn the fol

way

and the operators which enter the expansion are

(3.4)

We Included an appropriate power of the coupling conatant

J?- In the definition of the operators so es to пшке them

invariant under renormalizations; I denotes the unit

paic
operator, 4- is the standard structure constant of the

SU(3) color group. The coefficient CA,J «'v' ia deter-

mined by the simplest loop (fig. 1), its expansion starts,

evidently, with «
s
 . Other coefficients, <~уц\>м'>>' ,

i *%. i , are parametrically enhanced is compared to the

corresponding terms for the quark currents. The matter is

that there are nonperturbative long-range vacuum fields which

can be directly perceived by the curren-
1
- '3.1) (нее fig. 2),

and therefore with our definitions С
f c
' ~ <̂

s
~ if t > 1.

In other words, to the leading order the coefficients С

are given by the Born graphs while in eq. (2.3) they emerge

only at a one-loop level. The Born nature of the expansion



coefficients uimplifiea the calculation greatly and suggests

gluonic currents as the objects to work with.

It is worth noting that below we shall alwaya consider

only the leading in oi
s
 oontributlone. In thle approxi-

mation the terisor П^мЧ
1
 introduced in eq. (3.3) turne

out to be transversal, with no traces,

o ;

Strictly speaking, these relations are cot exact. Really,

due to the triangle anomaly in tht» traoe of the energy-mo-

mentum teneor L J

the Gell-Mann-Lon funotion, ^ - 11 in pure

gluodynemioe). Hence, the traoe of Пли) M'V' does not

vanish. Thie fact, however, affects ooel*fiolente w ^
;
 u V

only in the aext-to-ieeding order. Liicewiee, in proving the

tranevereality , eq. (3.5), there emerge oooreutators of the

type

[ ] (3.7)

whioh are reduced to component* of 6Lv • Du* *° the Lorenta

invarianoe

12



we see that the commutator (3.7) is nonvanishing. Thus, ge-

nerally «peaking, in the next-to-leading order*), say,

0 M С Л .,»„• -ФО *Of*£) % eto. As was alreaay mentio-

ned we confine ourselves to the leading order* In this ease

To («ft + T, (&) <п \fQ<Z> ffi \Я>*...

where we singled out the transverse kinematlcal structure

•1л,U '/A. 1.11

' (3.9)

whioh represents in faot the density matrix for spin 2.

The faotor ^ introduced in eq, (3*8) emphasises

that there is no kinematioal singularity at Q^ • 0.

The Wilson expansion (3*4) is an operator equality.

Therefore it is valid not only for the таоииш matrix elements

but for an arbitrary external field as well* In seot* 4. we

shall show that in any self-dual (anti-self-dual) field

•) A more careful analysis shows that oommutatora like (3*7)

give no contribution into the vaouum expectation value

(3*3). Since this faot is of no importance for us here

we shall not give the proof whioh involves rather tedious

computations.

13



П « ^ M*V
# vanishes to the leading order in <<$

namely ( Rf**
9
f'*')unt * ° * °**~

 + t e r a e ot

(Let us recall the reader that the conventional perturba-

tion theory give* a contribution ot order e</ .)

If the existence of the operator expansion is granted -

and we hare no reason* to doubt it - then thia fact iapll**

Taniehing of the coefficient* C
C
*\ C

(t)
 In eq. (3.4)t

C

fi
' - ,

einoe eaoh dimeneionalitiee cl • 4 and o(» 6 are

represented in general case by a single gluonio operator L
6
J.

Next terms correspond to cl • 8 and there exist a few of

them (there are б independent gluonio operators with ef- 8,

generally speaking). Cancellation of ths terms ~ 1/Q° r#-

qulrss quits a definite relation between the oosffioients

(in s(g order)* The expansion ooeffiolents (3.4) sxe

found in seot» 5 sad here we write out directly ths final

answsri

life») f & &

whers "T*л Q ) corresponds to ths perturbativo loop

14



/*i / 2 fate

)y

One can readily check that in as instanton field the combina-

tion (20., - °2^inst
 v e n i s h e s

 identically. Thus, the naive

operator expansion (up to dimensionality cL • 8) and the

instanton calculations are consistent wita each other. One

can also show that the sum of the following two-point

functions

Sff)

<j
(3,13)

turns out to be zero in arbitrary field of definite duality.

(To Ъе more preoise, S + P - 0 ( ei£ ) and terms ~ o{£

and e«fjj which might appear in the instanton field, actually

do not appear). The operator expansion for the correlators

(3.13) was found in ref. L15J . The result for the sum isj

(3.14)

Thus, again, there appears the same combination of operators

01, Op which gives no contribution for self-dual (anti-self-



-dual) fields.

In conduBlon of the section it is worth emphasizing that

я 1 though the exampleo considered are not a general proof, the

a,

very procedure of calculating the series in G.,̂  (to be explai-

ned in aoct. 5) shows that there ie nothing special in the

instnnton field which would distinguish it from other

fields or question validity of the expansion in powers of

the field.

'*. Theorems for two-point functions in eelf-dual fields

In this section we shall show that certain gluonic cor—

rnlators vanish in the field of definite duality — the fact

already mentioned previously. Duality is defined of course

in the euclidean space-time, x —•• -ix̂ .. One can keep all the

definitions referring to the Mlnkowski space intact with the

simple substitution О -~ -^ . Say, (А^Вуц)^^ = A
Q
B

0
 -

"
k
*+

 A
^

B
4 •

 a n d a l a o

etc. Throughout this section the euclidean notations are

used and the subscript "eucl" is omitted.

Self-dual (anti-eelf-dual) field ie the field satisfy-

ing the condition

where G^
v
 * ± £

М)Ы&
 ^

л
 , Z

 1 ?
^ = +1.



Eq. (4.1) implies that, tha energy-momentum tennor of

the field considered vanishes identically. Indeed,

and hence

(In eq. (4.2) color lndeoea are implicit; say the product

Qjuu Gw actually means Q*,* Q^j •In what follows

we shall stick to this convention, if not stated to the con-

trary.)

Eq. (4*3) immediately implies that in the leading (olas-

siool) approximation the two-point function (3*3} vanishes,

since eo does the current Э/л-j (Q ~) itself. We want,

however, to make a next step and prove that Пи.* <uV(O~)

* 0 even At the level of the first quantum oorreotion (figs.

2,3). fo this end let us lntroduoe • email deviation from

the olaealoal solution

where Аи, is the potential leading to (4.1) and *̂. re-

presents the quantum correction. The corresponding contribu-

tion into 'Lj
|/
^

1
»'' is depicted symbolically in fig. 3.

The thick daehed line stands for the propagator

*•» *be presenoe of Q * and the



•ertieea (shaded circles) nleo include the external field* To

find the «newer for thia graph one needa first to expand

the current ^«v up to firat order in ^ . Since

BMJ CQ ) • 0 It U oonrenient to account for thla faot

explicitly and atart with the expresalon

X [
Q
f* <•*< " " ^ J A C - у f V

Moraorar,

wbar. (^ *<f ̂  * tf -ff*(*lf V . (,.7)
(Hotioa, that the nonlinear pieoe of the oorariar/t dariratlva

eontaina C ^ ) , not С ̂. / . )

Due to the fact that the correlator (3.3) la tranarer-

aal and traceleee in th approximation oonaidered, one can

•ubatituta the original ourrent €^«v by a'aoalar «ur»

rent,

J e ^ » V ̂ <*V U.8)

where fЛ*^
 i s

 ^Q auxiliary с «number field (gravlton)

with the following propertieat

Iftar a aimple algebra the ourrent f thua introduoad

reduoaa to



(4.9)

The last aquare bracket C<$vp^.tf-^ей^** "t £,>,<.£ 3

ia certainly well-lcrown to the reader a* the projection opera-

tor on anti-eelf-dual (eelf-dual) etatee. It ooinoidea alao

with the con

Aa a reault,

with the convolution of two 't Hooft eymbola fi ^

where we hare Introduoed the following notation..

Ла
,
 t

 (4.11)

It is worth emphasizing that the 't Hooft eymbola

emerged rt"+" have the duality opposite to that of the
*• -f-

claeeioal field Q~ . Thie ie a direct consequence of the

faot that ^ v f G
1
) - 0.

Moreover, the general equations of motion »»«йц1 «О

iaply

(4.12)

= О

19



where we used that «*A<(i* / v̂ u» j m 0, and the so called

background gauge, S)^fA
c
 ) Я^ • о. We introduced aleo

the matrix notations

lat »<£»« ') C^)ac ~ Qf-i f

They are very economic; for example,

* 9° =
while in the new notation

The Green's function for the field Ф , eq. (4.!2), can b»

written in the following form

Below we shall use the spectral representation of th« Green
1
e

function. Suppose, a complete set of solution* for th« equa-

tion

^ (4.15)

is known. (The superscript (>ъ) labels 4 degenerate nodes,

m, • 1, 2, 3» 4i corresponding to one and the ваше value

of X • The eigenfunctions Ф**. , naturally, depend on

X *
 (

 but we do not indicate thie dependence explicitly.)

According to the standard rules

~ £ ! ^i (4.16)

modulo solutions of the free equation, with >1 • 0. In

other words, zero modes are to be added (the влив 2Г in

x
eq* (4.16) includes no zero modes).

20



Eq. (4.15) waa diacusned in ref.L J. Th* authors expres-

sed Ф/л. (%) in terms of the corresponding s

for a scalar field Ф(х) i

pCx)=-±- ty, Ф(Х) (4.17)

< ' = -

where ?̂ cj obeys*
}
 ^ ) * ^ J * X

Z
 9(X.) . Th»r» i« no

need to know <P(£) explicitly.

Now we are quite ready to prove the theorem announced in

the title of the section. Let us start with the zero modee.

Por such modes the current J (*?) vanishes. Really, it ie

well-known that all the zero modes for the vector field coin-

cide with the field variations corresponding to translations,

dilatations and rotations in the color epaoe. Under such vari-

ations the change in G*J ,

is, clearly, of the same duality that the original field

Cr«"v • In other words, the combination С^и ̂  ~ &* y- Utr$ moWti

i? self-dual for G?M<J end anti-self-dual for £JJ .

Hence,

Let us consider now non-zero nodes. Start with

) All the solutions, scalar and vector, are normalised to
r

unity. One must keep in mind that the duality of the n

symbol in (4.16) is opposite to that of the field L J1

and vice versa.

21



f ~ — » 0 j T*(X) . In this caae the current /( r J also

(4.20)

since there emerges the product of two quantities with opposite

dualities. (We use the matrix notation of (4.13)0

Finally, turn to the remaining non-zero modes y*.

given in (4.18). Now, the current i(^) doea not vanish:

L-L ̂ Щ р
л
 f ,. 2>

f

where we used the well-known property of the П symbol*

and eq. (4.20). The corresponding contribution into the two-

-point function (3.3) is

z:
t К

22



Thus, the answer reduces to a single contact term*

Summarising, we have shown that in arbitrary field with

definite duality П ^ , p'tf* « О modulo (possible)

oontaot term of the type (Q
X
)° <C SI \%

X
 $(<* fyv \ Sl> .

Moreover, an accurate definition of the T -product (i.e.

T * instead of T ) would eliminate this contact term

as well. This exhausts the proof as far as the correlator

(3*3) ie concerned»

A* for the other example , (3.13), in the olassioal li-

mit S + P vanishes trivially, since in the euolidean

spaoe-tlme $(щ -+ CQQ .In the next approximation,

when linear quantua fluotuations are accounted for (aee fig*

3), the sura 3 + P reduoee to

where « V w ' С^/У)
 ia t n e

 propagator in the instanton

field defined in (4.U), (4.16). It la quite evident that

(4.23) vanishes If Q = i Q

There is a single point not proven yet, namely that

the combination 2O
1
 - CU gives aero in an Instanton

field. We leave it a* an exeroise for the readers.



5. How to calculate coefficients in the operator

expansion

Here we discuss the moat economic method to calculate

the expansion coefficients. Actually, it ie a non-abelian ge-

neralization of the Schwinger external field technique. It

turns out to be more elegant and less cumbersome than oompu-

tation of the Feynman graphs. To show how it work* let ue con-

sider a particular example: terms G and G
J
 in the expan-

Bion of S(Q). We prefer this example simply because in ^ther

cases (S + P or n.j y
4
' ) one would obtain zero, which

night seem slightly discouraging (the null result ia not wore*

than any other, though).

W9 return now to the Minkowski space where

(5.1)

(see sect. 4; the normalization of the propagator

is such that when the external field ie switohed off it tends

to 2d^/^ ).

Consider the field with no sources, i.e. ^цЧно( «О,

Then

. (5.2)

We hope, the reader can easily reconstruct the minkcwakiazi

analoRR of eqs. (4.12), (4.K). Let us write out the pro-

pagator &ы.*.' C
x
}jfJ dJ.rectly in the во о ailed operator

form»



where IX> denotes the eigenstato of the operator ot ao

ordinate Лд* ,

end the operator of momentum /^
 а о

*
а afl

 ^ ̂ t>o la

the ooordlnate representation

(further details will be published elsewhere).

Bq< (5*2) now takes the form:

where we have accounted for the faot that € generates

a shift of momentas

It is a trivial matter now to write out the first two terms

in the Vy series»

*f* #« + (5.6)
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where we omitted a term odd in Q since it would gire

no contribution into the raeuum-to-vacuum matrix element.

Just due to the same reason cne nay substitute

Then eq. (5.6) read*

s«

н.т>

In the coordinate representation where j/*
ж
^ j^

 o n
*

 c a n

use the following relations:'

(3>r *>&«)* - (®r (-*+ V -^«-r))
C
 -

* % « (5.8)

whioh result from the Bianohi identity and the equations of

motion лЛ,^«ч1 » 0..

Subrtituting eq. (5.8) into (5*7) we see that the second

and the tuird term cancel eaoh other*), and the final answer

•) Actually, one coulrt foresee this cancellation baaing on
thfl rosults of ref. [if). Indeed, the propagator of a scalar
particle in salf-daal fields at large momenta coincides
with that of a free particle modulo exponential terms. The-
refore, only the spin piece of the gluonic propagator (i.e.
the anotnilouo magnetic moment of a gluon) is relevant to
l expansion of S(q2) in powera of f/e* .



Is тегу simple

Calculation of further terms in S(q
2
), as well as

riu^u
1
»

1
 , contains no new elements, but is rather

tedious, We hope, that if necessary, the reader will be

able to reproduce eqe, (3.11), (3*14) himself.

In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing onoe more that

the operator technique dieoussed here has a lot of advanta-

ges, in particular, each term of the expansion is explicit-

ly gauge-invariant from the very beginning and involveв only

strength tensors and oovariant derivatives, not potentials

themselves* It is this fact that results in a conside-

rable reduction of computations as compared to the diagram

method.

6. Beyond the naive operator expansion

In the previous sections we discussed the constraints

on the expansion coefficients resulting from the require-

ment of consistency between the instonton calculations and

the general operator formula (1.1). The or^rator expansion

was represented, in fact, by its simplest form: short distan-

ces responsible for the expansion coefficients were assumed

to be described exhaustively by perturbation theory, and

all nonperturbative effects were concealed in matrix ele-

ments of local operators (large distances). As was alrea-

dy mentioned such a naive separation ia justified in a
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few first terms but fails for higher powers of Q~
2
.

Here we demonstrate the phenomenon of breaking of the

naive expansion, fix the corresponding critical dimension,

and explain how to modify the expansion eo aa to make it va-

lid up to arbitrary order in Q .

The principal point is that in QCD even at short dis-

tances there are fluctuation* going beyond ordinary pertur-

2
bation theory. Certainly, at Q • oo nothing survives but

2
the bare loop of fig* la. At finite Q the firat nonpertur-

bative effect to enter the game is the BFST instantoni/J.

In the naxve version one would asoribe it to matrix elements.

Let us see how far one can go with suoh ft prescription.

Consider a two-point function

where dt is the canonical dimension of the current, ct

is that of an operator ^(d.) and the expansion coefficients

are duaensLonlees, (The only dimensionful parameter Л en-

ters implicitly, through the coupling constant

ct
s
(Q,) e ^ (6.2)

We recall that we work in pure gluodynamioe). Turn now to

the vacuum expectation value of a typical local operator
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(6
-
3)

A concrete form of contraction of Lorenta and color io-

dioes in eq. (6,3) is ineeeential for us here. Among other

field configurations contributing to (6.3) there is ел ine-

tanton one

fa (*
where X

c
 is the inetanton center and Q in it* sise.

A simple estimate yields

(6.4)

where <J($) le the inetanton density known theoretically

for «mall ^ ( oC
s
Cf) <<

(б
-

5>

We see that for П 4 S the integral in (6.4) le eaturated

by large О , and it would be quit* consistent to оопв1-

der it as a matrix element. Of oourse, we can't caloulate

it sinoe we have no quantitatire methods at large dietanoes
>

but wt oan take it, say, fro* a phenomenology* Not so for

W > 5. The integral in eq. (6.4) becomes ultrariolet-di-

rergent. True, there are no aotual infinities slnoe the ori-

ginal expression (6.1) provides with a natural out-off,



j ~
 1
/(JL •

 T i i e r e i s n o
 W » however to include 9" */Q

ir.stantons into matrix elements. Their contribution in the

two-point function (6,1) ie proportional to YQ *
1
 and

can not be expanded in powers of Q at all.

Thus, in pure gluodynamies the naive operator expansion

ia inapplicable starting with oL - 11 L ]• ""hat ie to

be done in order to continue it further? It is a rather aoa-

demic question, but since the answer ie simple it may be

worth formulating explicitly. The breaking is due to the

small-size instantons. We know that they exist and know how

to describe them. So, include them into a set of fluctuations

to be accounted for in calculating the expansion coefficients

at short distances. The principle is universal: all the

known aspeeti of the theory are' attributed to celouleble coef-

ficients, all unknown ones - to matrix elements* Technical-

ly this looks &S follows. Let /u. denote the normalisation

point of an operator» Then we subtract a contribution of an

instanton with P < 1/u, from the matrix element and ac-

count for this contribution by inserting it into tht corres-

ponding expansion coefficient. As a result, the diroensionleee

functions C
0
,C*fr"

 i n
 *

6
*
1
*

 t a k e tlie f o r m

Ь
where the entire perturbatives series ie included into

Л>1 while &д О-, , etc. are due to the instanton;

the parameter A ie introduced in eqs, (6.2), (6.5).

Clearly, the function (6*1) must have no dependence on
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the choice of u, , Usually (i.e. In perturbation theory)

the logarithmio dependence on JA, of a coefficient ie oo*~

pensated by that of the corresponding matrix element. Now

the balance is not so simple - e whole group of operator*

with defferent dimensions make a family to ensure the M,

Independence. For example, to "neuvraliie" U. in the term

( л£ А /О?и? )K(unit operator) it is neceeeery to Invoke

< 52 \(Я
Х
 *f )м \&*> • 2k»v must be « pieoe in tbie mat-

rix element which transforms under a ohange of M- Ilk*

Я1 (fG% I п> - <£l tf$%x 1Л> -
(6Л)

where we suppressed a (possible) logarithmio dependence on

M* in Я
2
°, &f . Notice, that in each particular case

both quantities &£ f Gf are known explicitly.

She above procedure works unless and until other

(still unaccounted) configurations with the scale 1/Q become

important, say, two instantons or instanton + antiinstanton.

They can be treated in the same manner, evidently resulting

in a contributoon **» Л . It is worth emphasizing that as

far as the terms Q~ , ... Q"* are concerned, nothing

changed functionally compared to the naive version - we simp-

ly add and subtract something, say + ft
 v
 - J" - , and then

rearrange this additional contribution* Such a rearrange-

ment, however, is crucial for higher orders - now they are

well-defined, and can be written out consistently,

Thus, we see that conceptually there are no difficul-



ties in redefining the operator expansion in such a way as

to extend it beyond Q" . The redefinition could have a

practical importance if there existed two-point functions

saturated - at leaet in some range of Q - by emall-

-eize inetantone. We are aware of no euoh examples at pre-

sent, however*

7. C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s .

The Wilson operator expansion wee born more than 10

years agoL J» Since then it became a powerful tool in study-

ing nonperturbative effects in QGD. In many problems one ne-

ver goea beyond first corrections, and in this case the sim-

plest version with its dimensional counting rules works per-

fectly,, V/e have confronted the concrete instanton calcula-

tions with the naive operator expansion, and the latter

survived and benefitted much. Really, sometimes the

inatanton result is almost evident (see e.g. (4.23)), and

this immediately entails a certain relation among the expan-

sion coefficients - some of them vanish, etc. On the other

hand, a direo* computation may turn much more tedious.

There is also an academic question of applicability

of OE in high orders, «Ve suggested a certain modification

of the naive version which allows to go beyond the critical

power and construct - if one wishes - an infinite series.
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Fig. 1, Peynman graphs for the coefficient In front of

the unit operator in gluonio two-point funotionst

(a) Bar* loop; (b) *
s
 correction.

/ч/

?ig. 2. Interection with vacuum fields. The oroee ( X )

denotes symbolically soft lines annihilated by

long-range vacuum fluctuations.

Pig* 3» The leading quantum contribution into gluonio

two-point functions in the presenoe of instantonst

—---- gluon propagator in an external self-dual

field; ^ p a symbolio notation for a vertex in an

external field.
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